
 

 
POLAND REVIEW 

 
C1:Teacher’s Meeting, carried out in Kielce, Poland, from the 17th to the 20th 

of December  2018 
 
 
Total amount of foreigner participants: 16 ; 3 from Rumania          
(coordinator+headmaster+ teacher), 3 from Turkey (coordinator+ 2 teachers), 3 from          
Slovakia (coordinator+ 2 teachers) , 4 from Greece (coordinator+headmaster+         
teacherr+ other), 3 from Spain (coordinator+headmaster+ teacher). The host         
country, Poland, also participated (Project coordinator + her team). 
 

Questions 

 

 
 A total of 16 people should have answered the questionnaire: 5 coordinators, 3 
headmasters, 7 teachers and 1 other. The result is: 

 



 

Number of 
answers 

Coordinators Headmasters Teachers Other 

14 4 3 6 1 

  
A teacher and a coordinator didn’t answer the questionnaire. Therefore, the participation in 
answering the questionnaire has been of 87,50% 
 

 
For five out of 14 participants, this was their first international mobility. This means that               
35,7% of the participants didn’t have any experience in previous mobilities.  

 
Most participants, 71,4%, agreed on having received enough information from the host            
country so as how to reach the final destination.  



 

 
All participants are very satisfied with their accommodation arrangements.        

 
All the participants think they have received enough information before the meeting. 
 



 

 
All the participants less one teacher said they had received previously the Meeting Plan. 

 
the 50% of the participants think the activities have been sufficient to reach the proposed               
goals, but not completely. One participant thinks only some activities have been adequate.             
The rest of participants think they were completely adequate. 
 
 



 

 
All the participants said yes. 
 

 
The 92,9% reckon they have improved their skills in English during the meeting. One person 
thinks he/she was already fluent in English. 
 



 

 
Most participants agree they have learnt some words and phrases in different languages.             
Only three participants think they haven’t learnt any words. 
 

 
In this multiple choice, everybody agrees that the meeting has allowed them to communicate 
with people from different countries and cultures. Some aspects must be highlighted, such 
as cooperating in work teams and speaking in a foreign language. 
 



 

 
In this case, being able to know and understand the host country culture has been the most                 
well valued. To be familiar with the Eco-school programme has also been well valued, as it                
has been a good way to get ideas to develop this project. 
 

 
Most participants are either very or rather satisfied with the way the host partner solved any                
problems. Only one person is rather dissatisfied. 
 
 



 

 
The 92,9% of the participants are either rather or very satisfied with the meeting. Only one                 

person is rather dissatisfied. 
 

15. If you wish, please give any additional information, 
observations, comments or recommendations that may be useful 
for future project meetings.6 respostes 

● It is necessary to plan more teachers meetings during the next short term exchanges of the 
groups of pupils and let also other teachers to express their opinion. 

● More meetings of teachers would be needed to agree on a clear line of work 
● The meeting in Poland was interesting, very well planned and organized, met project aims, 

enabled sharing experiences at school and within other educational institutions. Wish it could 
last longer. The project team is great. 

● teachers meeting about project tasks should be more extended, in my opinion, throughout the 
days 

● I propose classes about the language of the host country 
● program to make it suvisel with the theme of the project 

 
 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
 

In conclusion, the participants’ satisfaction rate regarding the meeting is high; such            
satisfaction includes organization, goals achievement, new skills acquirement, activities,         
accommodation and becoming familiar with Eco-school and Erasmus+. 
 
Some suggestions, such as that more meetings for teachers to talk about Erasmus+ are              
required,  are proposed and will be considered in other meetings 
 



 

Although there is a high percentage of participation on the questionnaire, we think a 100%               
would be good. It is really important to know our colleagues’ opinions, as it is the only                 
resource that will allow us to improve the quality and result of our next meetings. 
 
Please, let us know if you believe there are some points that can get better, or there are                  
other aspects that should be taken into account. 

  
 

Spanish Team 
 
 
 

Capellades, 28th of January  2019 
 

 


